Connection Patterns Distinguish 3 Regions of Human Parietal Cortex

Three regions of the macaque inferior parietal lobule and adjacent lateral intraparietal sulcus (IPS) are distinguished by the relative strengths of their connections with the superior colliculus, parahippocampal gyrus, and ventral premotor cortex. It was hypothesized that connectivity information could therefore be used to identify similar areas in the human parietal cortex using diffusion-weighted imaging and probabilistic tractography. Unusually, the subcortical routes of the 3 projections have been reported in the macaque, so it was possible to compare not only the terminations of connections but also their course. The medial IPS had the highest probability of connection with the superior colliculus. The projection pathway resembled that connecting parietal cortex and superior colliculus in the macaque. The posterior angular gyrus and the adjacent superior occipital gyrus had a high probability of connection with the parahippocampal gyrus. The projection pathway resembled the macaque inferior longitudinal fascicle, which connects these areas. The ventral premotor cortex had a high probability of connection with the supramarginal gyrus and anterior IPS. The connection was mediated by the third branch of the superior longitudinal fascicle, which interconnects similar regions in the macaque. Human parietal areas have anatomical connections resembling those of functionally related macaque parietal areas.
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Introduction

The inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and the adjacent lateral bank of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) of the macaque brain are partitioned into distinct functional areas (Geyer and others 2000). Neuroimaging techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have been employed in attempts to identify human parietal regions with similar functional characteristics, but aspects of comparative anatomical organization remain unclear (Corbetta and Shulman 2002; Fink and Greffkes 2005). In the present investigation, we took the distinct approach of attempting to identify in the human brain anatomical connection patterns that are associated with 3 regions of the macaque IPL and the adjacent lateral IPS.

In the macaque, the IPS is the major anatomical structure in the region, and the naming of many parietal areas refers to their position with respect to the IPS. The lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and the anterior intraparietal area (AIP) occupy the posterior and anterior parts of the lateral bank of the IPS, respectively (Fig. 1). Two principle regions 7a or PG and 7b or PF occupy much of the posterior and anterior parts of IPL, respectively (Brodmann 1909; Von Bonin and Bailey 1947; Pandya and Seltzer 1982; Geyer and others 2000). A transitional region between the two main divisions, PFG, which has a more posterior area Opt, and some transitional opercular regions in the most ventral part of the IPL are also recognized. Distinct functional and anatomical regions, MIP and PE, occupy the medial bank of the IPS and the superior parietal lobule (SPL).

The functional specializations of these regions have been investigated with electrophysiology in macaque and imaging and lesions studies in the human brain. AIP neurons are active when monkeys move the hand or see graspable objects (Sakata and others 1997), and on the basis of lesion and neuroimaging data, it has been argued that a similar functional region can be identified in the anterior lateral bank of the human IPS (Binkofski and others 1998, Binkofski, Buccino, Posse, and others 1999; Greffkes and others 2002; Shikata and others 2003). LIP neurons are active during eye movements or covert shifts of attention (Colby and Duhamel 1991; Andersen and Buneo 2002). A region with similar functional characteristics can be identified in the human brain (Nobre and others 1997; Grosbras and others 2005), but it has puzzling characteristics and its location may indicate differences between parietal organization in the human and macaque. On the one hand, as in the monkey, the human region concerned with visuospatial attention and eye movements lies lateral and ventral to a medial and superior region concerned with arm movements and motor intentions (Rushworth, Paus, and Sipila 2001; Astafiev and others 2003). On the other hand, high–spatial resolution studies in individual subjects suggest that the region is located in the medial rather than the lateral bank of the IPS (Sereno and others 2001; Astafiev and others 2003; Koyama and others 2004). Attentional modulation is also seen in more posterior and ventral medial IPS close to the transverse occipital sulcus (Corbetta and others 2000; Rushworth, Paus, and Sipila 2001; Grosbras and others 2005; Silver and others 2005).

The medial location of the human attention/eye movement region is consistent with a widely held view that the human parietal cortex is organized in a radically different fashion from the macaque and the notion that the human IPL is unique to the species (Glover 2004). The numbers that Brodmann (1909) used to refer to the human IPL were not used in the numerical labeling system he employed when describing an Old World monkey brain. Several anatomical studies, however, have highlighted similarities between human and macaque IPL (Von Bonin and Bailey 1947; Eidelberg and Galaburda 1984). It has been difficult to ascertain the degree of similarity between the IPLs of the two species using functional criteria because the functions of the posterior IPL area, PG, are less well understood. Nevertheless, neurons in the posterior IPL of the macaque are active during the reorienting of attention (Steinmetz and Constantinidis 1995; Constantinidis and Steinmetz 2001), and a region in the human IPL is active when attention or eye...
movements are redirected (Corbetta and others 2000; Mort, Perry, and others 2003; Thiel and others 2004; Kincaid and others 2005).

Rather than looking for functional similarities, the present study used diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and probabilistic tractography to examine whether human parietal connectivity patterns resembled those that characterized 3 regions of the macaque IPL and the adjacent lateral IPS. DWI provides information about the orientation of white matter fibers in the brain (Basser and Jones 2002; Beaulieu 2002). Probabilistic tractography is then used to generate estimates of the likelihood of a pathway existing between two brain areas (Behrens, Woolrich, and others 2003; Hagmann and others 2003; Parker and Alexander 2003; Tournier and others 2003). The DWI tractography approach has been used to identify areas of the human thalamus and medial frontal cortex with distinct connectivity patterns (Behrens, Johansen-Berg, and others 2003; Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Robson, and others 2004; Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Sillery, and others 2004). Brain regions distinguished by their DWI tractography profiles are associated with distinct cognitive processes (Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Robson, and others 2004; Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Sillery, and others 2004). Croxson, Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Robson, Pinsk, Gross, and others (2005) have shown that the technique can be used to identify connection patterns in the prefrontal cortices of both macaque and human primates, which resemble those seen in tract-tracing studies in macaques.

The technique has proven particularly robust in identifying the connections of subcortical seed areas in the white matter itself or subcortical nuclei where white matter penetration may be high (Stieltjes and others 2001; Behrens, Johansen-Berg, and others 2003; Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Sillery, and others 2004). Seed areas in the present investigation were therefore the 3 subcortical areas known, in the macaque, to have regionally specific connections with the 3 IPL and lateral IPS regions under investigation. The first seed area was the superior colliculus, which, within the lateral parietal cortex, is most densely connected to the LIP region in the macaque (Lynch and others 1985; Blatt and others 1990; Clover and others 2001; Gaymard and others 2003; Lock and others 2003). The second seed area was the white matter adjacent to the parahippocampal gyrus, which is most densely connected to the posterior IPL region including area PG (Seltzer and Pandya 1984; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989b; Suzuki and Amaral 1994; Lavene and others 2002). The third region was the third branch of the superior longitudinal fascicle (SLFIII), which is known to carry the projections of the ventral premotor cortex in both the macaque and human brain (Petrides and Pandya 2002; Croxson, Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Robson, Pinsk, Gross, and others 2005).

In the macaque, within the parietal cortex, these regions are known to be chiefly interconnected with AIP and the anterior IPL region PF (Matelli and others 1986; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989a).

It is of course the case that each of the 3 IPL and lateral IPS regions is characterized by a number of other anatomical connections. The other connections are less suitable candidates for a DWI tractography study either because the projections pass through areas of crossing fibers, and so cannot be followed reliably by the methods used here, or because, although a connection may have been reported, the white matter course taken by the connection has not been described or depicted. The courses of the connections between the superior colliculus and LIP, between the parahippocampal gyrus and PG, and between the ventral premotor cortex and PF and AIP have all been described in the macaque (Seltzer and Pandya 1984; Petrides and Pandya 2002; Gaymard and others 2003).

Methods

Data Acquisition

We acquired diffusion-weighted data from 9 healthy human subjects (5 male, 4 female, aged 24–35 years) using a 1.5-T Siemens Sonata magnetic resonance scanner with a maximum gradient strength of 40 mT m⁻¹. All subjects gave informed written consent in accordance with ethical approval from the Oxford Research Ethics Committee.

We acquired diffusion-weighted data using echo-planar imaging (TE = 3.0 and 5.65 ms, flip angle = 10°, and a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm in 5.05 min). The diffusion weighting was isotropically distributed (Jones and others 1999) along 60 directions using a b-value of 1000 s mm⁻². For each set of diffusion-weighted data, we acquired 5 volumes with no diffusion weighting at points throughout the sequence. We acquired 3 sets of diffusion-weighted data in total, for subsequent averaging. The total scan time for the DWI protocol was 45 min.

For each subject, we acquired a T₁-weighted anatomical image using a FLASH sequence (TR = 12 ms, TE = 5.65 ms, flip angle = 10°, and a voxel size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm in 5.05 min).

Diffusion-Weighted Image Analysis

We corrected diffusion data for eddy currents and head motion using affine registration to a reference volume (Jenkinson and Smith 2001). The data from the 3 acquisitions were subsequently averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

We performed tissue-type segmentation, skull stripping, and registration on the scans, using tools from the Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain’s Software Library (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/FL). We performed probabilistic tissue-type segmentation and partial volume estimation on the firstDWIweighted image to derive the transformation matrix between the 3 acquisitions. We then performed probabilistic tractography analysis on the scans, using tools from the Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain’s Software Library (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/FL). We performed probabilistic tissue-type segmentation and partial volume estimation on the first DWI-weighted image to derive the transformation matrix between the 3 acquisitions. We then calculated probability distributions of fiber direction at each voxel using previously described methods (Behrens, Woolrich, and others 2003).

We defined 3 regions for analysis (seed areas) in each subject’s left hemisphere according to the anatomical criteria described below. In addition, we defined 6 areas within the parietal cortex (target areas). We transformed the masks into the space of each subject’s diffusion data using FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith 2001) when necessary.
For each subject, we ran probabilistic tractography from all voxels in each seed mask (Behrens, Johansen-Berg, and others 2003; Behrens, Woolrich, and others 2003). From each voxel in the mask, samples were drawn from the connectivity distribution, maintaining knowledge of location in structural and DWI spaces, and we recorded the proportion of these samples that passed through each of the cortical target masks as the probability of connection to that zone.

For each voxel, the number of samples reaching a parietal target area was recorded as a proportion of the total number of samples going to all parietal target areas. For each target area, we then took a mean value for all voxels in the seed area with any connectivity to that target, giving us the mean proportion of projections to each target area. Taking the proportion of projections allows us to compare the projection patterns of different seed regions, regardless of the overall probability of connections from different areas that depends on factors such as the overall seed area size. All generated pathways were visually inspected to check for anatomical plausibility prior to intersubject averaging of data.

To determine whether cortical areas possessed characteristic patterns of connection probability from the subcortical areas considered, we carried out repeated-measures analyses of variance on the data, with factors for seed area and target area. Huynh-Feldt adjustment was applied where necessary.

Definition of Seed Areas

Superior Colliculus
Using the T1-weighted anatomical image, prior to registration into standard Montreal Neurological Image (MNI) space (Collins and others 1994), masks were drawn over the superior colliculus in the left hemisphere of each subject’s brain. An example is shown in Figure 2(a). Care was taken to ensure that the mask did not extend into the adjacent midbrain areas. On average, the superior colliculus seed masks were 255-mm3 voxels in size. Because the focus of the investigation was on the parietal cortical connections, a second more anterior mask (y = -16) was used to terminate projections that ran anteriorly through the brachium toward the optic nerve (yellow line Fig. 2a). This prevented the connections reaching a region anterior to the thalamus containing a number of other white matter tracts where probabilistic tractography is difficult and “jumping” occurs between the adjacent white matter fiber tracts. Using a simple termination zone, such as the one used here, is desirable because of its simplicity, but it might not be appropriate if the superior collicular connections with frontal areas were to be examined. As can be seen in Results, this precaution did not impede the detection of tracts that run by the pulvinar thalamus to the parietal cortex. The projections from the parietal cortex to the superior colliculus are known to take this route in macaques, and lesions to this area of the human brain affect saccades (Gaymard and others 2003).

Parahippocampal Gyrus
The T1-weighted anatomical images were transformed into standard MNI space using FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith 2001), and the parahippocampal gyrus was identified using the criteria outlined by Pruessner and others (2002). In brief, borders of the parahippocampal region were as follows. Its most medial extent was the inferior border of the hippocampus (Fig. 2b). The lateral border was at the lateral edge of the collateral sulcus when one collateral sulcus was present but at the
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Figure 2. (a) An example of the superior colliculus mask superimposed on a sagittal section of the T1-weighted structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan for 1 subject after transformation into MNI space (left). Overlap of the superior colliculus masks across subjects superimposed on the group average structural MRI scan is shown on the right. The color scale bar indicates the degree of mask overlap between subjects. At one end of the scale, the red color indicates that a voxel was included in the mask for 3 subjects or more, whereas at the other end, yellow indicates voxel inclusion in the masks of 7 or more subjects. (b) An example of the parahippocampal gyrus mask superimposed on a coronal section of the T1-weighted structural MRI (MNI space) for 1 subject (left). Overlap of the parahippocampal gyrus mask across subjects superimposed on the average structural MRI scan. The scale bar follows the conventions as in 2(a). (c) An example of the diffusion fractional anisotropy map for 1 subject where red, blue, and green indicate diffusion in a predominantly lateral-medial, dorso-ventral, or anterior-posterior direction. The SLFIII mask is shown in yellow (top). The center of the SLFIII mask is shown superimposed on a coronal section through the same subject’s T1-weighted structural MRI scan after transformation into MNI space (middle). The overlap of the SLFIII mask across subjects is superimposed on the average structural MRI scan. The scale bar follows the same conventions as in 2(a,b) (bottom).
fundus of the more lateral collateral sulcus when two collateral sulci were present. Its anterior border was 5 mm posterior to the disappearance of the gyrus intralimbicus, whereas its posterior border was at the same level as the last appearance of the hippocampus inferomedial to the trigone of the lateral ventricle. Because diffusion anisotropy was expected to be low in the parahippocampal cortex itself, the seed area was placed in the immediately adjacent white matter (Fig. 2b). The masks were, on average, 2,054 mm$^3$ in size.

In the macaque, the parahippocampal gyrus is known to project to the posterior IPL via 2 routes (Seltzer and Pandya 1984). Some projections are carried in a medial route via the cingulum bundle. In the macaque, the cingulum bundle conveys not only the connections of the posterior IPL but also the connections of widespread retrosplenial, medial parietal, and cingulate areas with several thalamic, premotor, and prefrontal regions (Mufson and Pandya 1984). The limited spatial resolution of the DWI and tractography approach means that it is not possible to identify the projections between the parahippocampal gyrus and posterior IPL among the many other projections to medial cortical regions.

The present study therefore focused on the second route that interconnects the parahippocampal gyrus and IPL—the inferior longitudinal fascicle (ILF). The ILF connections run laterally adjacent to the optic radiations in the geniculocalcarine tract. Because ILF connections between the parahippocampal gyrus and posterior IPL do not substantially cross the optic radiations, it is possible to distinguish them from the thalamic connections with posterior visual cortical areas even with DWI tractography if care is taken. The optic radiations move in a predominantly anterior-to-posterior direction, but on leaving the thalamic relay they initially bow laterally before turning back medially to reach the medial visual areas. By only considering projections that emerged either anterior to the $z = 10$ plane and lateral to the $x = 28$ plane or posterior to the $y = 70$ plane and lateral to the $x = 28$ plane, it was possible to exclude the medial projections from the parahippocampal gyrus running in the cingulum bundle and the medial and inferior projections running in the optic radiations and to focus on the parahippocampal projections running in the ILF. Results, however, presents tractography from the parahippocampal gyrus both before and after these additional constraints were imposed.

**SLFIII and the Ventral Premotor**

The parietal connections of the ventral premotor cortex were examined by analyzing the parietal connections of SLFIII. This approach was taken for several reasons. First, the posterior projections of the ventral premotor region are known to be conveyed via SLFIII in both humans and macaques (Petrides and Pandya 2002; Croxson, Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Robson, Pinski, Gross, and others 2005). Second, the position of SLFIII is now well characterized in the human brain (Mori and others 2002; Croxson, Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Robson, Pinski, Gross, and others 2005; Makris and others 2005). Third, such an approach avoided having to impose additional constraints on which connection paths were considered, as was the case for the parahippocampal gyrus.

Each individual subject’s diffusion anisotropy map was used to delineate a region of high anterior-posterior diffusion dorsolateral to the putamen, which has previously been shown to correspond to SLFIII (Croxson, Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Robson, Pinski, Gross, and others 2005; Makris and others 2005). The seed mask occupied 5 adjacent coronal sections, and the central section was in the same coronal section as the anterior and ventral central sulcus close to the premotor cortex (Fig. 2c). On average, the masks were 948 mm$^3$ in size.

**Definition of Target Areas**

The parietal cortex was divided into 6 regions. Because the focus of the investigation was on identifying brain regions with connections that resembled those of macaque IPL and lateral IPS, the target areas were on the lateral surface of the parietal lobe and the medial surface was not investigated. Because of the possibility that areas resembling the macaque IPL are found in the SPL and medial IPS of the human brain, these areas were also included in the investigation. In brief, the IPL was divided into a posterior and an anterior target region, the SPL was divided into, first, a lateral and posterior target region that also included the adjacent medial IPS and, second, a more medial and anterior division. The final 2 regions were positioned on either side of the descending segment of the IPS. Figure 3(a-e) shows the regions of between-subject overlap in the 6 target masks superimposed on the group average magnetic resonance imaging scan. Figure 3(f-j) shows an example of the division into 6 areas in 1 subject.

**Anterior IPS and Anterior IPL (AIPL)**

A single mask, referred to as the AIPL, covered both the anterior IPS and the anterior IPL. The mask included the IPS and supramarginal gyrus tissue anterior to Jensen’s sulcus and the ascending IPS or posterior bank of the postcentral sulcus (green area, Fig. 3e,f). The medial boundary of the AIPL was the depth of the IPS (Fig. 3a,f). The lateral boundary was the lateral fissure/superior temporal gyrus (Fig. 3a,f). Across the group, the region of AIPL overlap for 3 or more subjects extended from $x = -34$ to $x = -66$, $y = -55$ to $y = -26$, $z = 57$ to $z = 78$.

It might be possible to dissociate the anterior IPS and IPL regions in future studies, but the resolution of DWI and tractography currently make it difficult to distinguish their connection patterns with ventral premotor cortical regions.

**Angular Gyrus (ANG)**

An angular gyrus mask (ANG) covered the IPL posterior to Jensen’s sulcus and extended posteriorly and ventrally to the superior bank of the horizontal branch of the superior temporal sulcus (yellow area, Fig. 3e). Tissue deep within the superior temporal sulcus was not included. Medially, the mask included a small amount of tissue in the immediately adjacent lateral bank of the horizontal segment of the IPS (Fig. 3d,g). In posterior coronal sections, the horizontal segment of the IPS gives way to the much deeper descending segment of the IPS, and a separate mask was used to cover the lateral bank of the descending segment of the IPS at this point (white area in Fig. 3g). Across the group, the region of ANG overlap for 3 or more subjects extended from $x = -28$ to $x = -59$, $y = -91$ to $y = -55$, $z = 20$ to $z = 60$.

**First Superior Parietal Lobule Region (SPL1)**

The anterior border of the first SPL (SPL1) mask was a line extending from the inferior postcentral sulcus that ran parallel with the central sulcus toward the level of the marginal ramus of the cingulate sulcus on the medial surface (red area in Fig. 3c,b). In some subjects, a superior postcentral sulcus was present and the anterior boundary partly overlapped with the ascending portion of this sulcus. The medial boundary was approximately 5 mm from the medial surface (Fig. 3a,f). Posteriorly and laterally, the mask extended to the transverse sulcus of the SPL (Fig. 3a,f). The transverse sulcus is a small sulcus that runs from an anterior and lateral position to a posterior and medial position within the SPL medial and approximately parallel to the main branch of the IPS (Duvernoy 1991). When the transverse parietal sulcus was unclear, an axial section was used to place the posterior and lateral boundary halfway between the medial bank of the IPS and the marginal ramus of the cingulate sulcus along a line parallel to the main branch of the IPS. Across the group, the region of SPL1 overlap for 3 or more subjects extended from $x = -8$ to $x = -30$, $y = -57$ to $y = -39$, $z = 57$ to $z = 78$.

**Second Superior Parietal Lobule Region (SPL2)**

A second mask (SPL2) covered the remaining division of the SPL lateral and posterior to the transverse sulcus and included the adjacent medial wall of the IPS. The medial and anterior boundary was based on the position of the transverse parietal sulcus as described for SPL1 (light blue, Fig. 3a,f). The posterior and lateral boundary was the depth of the horizontal segment of the IPS (Fig. 3a,f). A separate mask covered the tissue on the medial bank of the descending IPS (dark blue, Fig. 3h,g). Across the group, the region of SPL2 overlap for 3 or more subjects extended from $x = -14$ to $x = -40$, $y = -76$ to $y = -44$, $z = 40$ to $z = 71$.

**Medial Descending IPS (IPSdm)**

Separate masks were used to cover the banks of the most posterior part of the IPS—the descending segment of the IPS. Moving posteriorly through coronal sections, the descending IPS is readily distinguished usually appearing first either as a separate sulcal medial to the main horizontal branch of the IPS or as a medially projecting branch of the
horizontal IPS (Fig. 3g). One mask was used to cover the medial bank of the descending IPS (IPSdm). The IPSdm extended ventrally to the depth of the IPS or, more posteriorly, the transverse occipital sulcus (dark blue, Fig. 3b,g). It extended dorsally to the lip of the IPS (Fig. 3b,g). Posteriorly, the IPSdm extended to the last coronal slice on which the IPS was still visible (Fig. 3c,b). Across the group, the region of IPSdm overlap for 3 or more subjects extended from \( x = -14 \) to \( x = -27 \), \( y = -87 \) to \( y = -65 \), \( z = 20 \) to \( z = 56 \).

**Lateral Descending IPS (IPSdl)**

A separate mask covered the lateral bank of the descending segment of the IPS (IPSdl). The IPSdl extended ventrally to the depth of the IPS or, more posteriorly, to the transverse occipital sulcus (white area, Fig. 3b,g). It extended dorsally to the lip of the IPS (Fig. 3b,g). Posteriorly, the IPSdl extended to the last coronal slice on which the IPS was still visible (Fig. 3c,b). Across the group, the region of IPSdl overlap for 3 or more subjects extended from \( x = -24 \) to \( x = -32 \), \( y = -86 \) to \( y = -64 \), \( z = 20 \) to \( z = 49 \).

**Results**

The 3 seed regions, superior colliculus, parahippocampal gyrus, and SLFIII, had distinct connection probabilities with the 6 parietal regions (\( F = 19.484, \text{ df} = 10,80, P < 0.001 \)). The connection probabilities of each area are summarized in the figures showing the group connection paths and a histogram of the group connection probabilities with each of the 6 parietal seed areas (Figs. 4–6).

**Superior Colliculus**

Across subjects, the tractography analysis consistently identified an approximately ventrodorsally oriented pathway by the pulvinar thalamus and adjacent posterior limb of the internal capsule (Fig. 4a). Across all subjects, the pathway continued dorsally to the parietal cortex, and within the parietal cortex, the highest probability of connection was with the lateral and posterior SPL (Fig. 4h,c). Quantitative analysis revealed significant differences in the probabilities of connections between superior colliculus and the 6 parietal regions (\( F = 61.123, \text{ df} = 5,40, P = 0.001 \)) with the highest probability in the SPL2 region that covered the lateral and posterior portion of the SPL and the adjacent medial bank of the IPS (Fig. 4d).

**Parahippocampal Gyrus**

Across subjects, the tractography analysis consistently identified a pathway with a ventral–anterior to dorsal–posterior orientation within the lateral temporal lobe and the most posterior part of the parietal cortex that appeared to correspond to part of the ILF. As explained in Methods, 2 analyses were performed. In the second analysis, only those projections that emerged dorsal to an axial plane at \( z = 10 \) and lateral to \( x = -28 \) or posterior to a coronal plane at \( y = -70 \) and lateral to \( x = -28 \) were considered. The restrictions meant that it was possible to focus on the connections of the ILF in the absence of labeling of the two other fiber bundles—more medial projections of the parahippocampal gyrus via the cingulum bundle or the more medial and ventral projections of the optic radiations. Regardless of whether these restrictions were applied, the only region in the lateral parietal cortex with a high probability of connection with the parahippocampal gyrus was a posterior and ventral portion of the angular gyrus (Fig. 5a,b). It was noticeable that the region of high-connection probability extended onto the adjacent superior occipital gyrus. The same region of high-connection probability in the posterior and ventral angular
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**Figure 3.** (a) Overlap of the 3 more anterior parietal target masks, anterior IPL and the adjacent anterior IPS (AIPL), medial SPL (SPL1), and lateral SPL (SPL2), across subjects superimposed on a coronal section of the group average magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan. The scale bars indicate the degree of overlap using the conventions established in previous figures. (b) Overlap of the 3 more posterior parietal target masks, angular gyrus (ANG), medial bank of the descending IPS (IPSdm), and lateral bank of the descending IPS (IPSdl), on a coronal section of the group average MRI scan. Overlap of the most medial regions, SPL1, SPL2, IPSdm (c), regions in a relatively central sagittal plane, SPL2, IPSdl (d), and the most lateral regions, AIPL and ANG, are shown on sagittal sections through the group average MRI scan. (f) An example of the 3 more anterior parietal target masks, AIPL, SPL1, and SPL2, in a single subject superimposed on the T1-weighted structural MRI scan after transformation into MNI space. The coronal section is the most posterior one to include the AIPL region in this subject. (g) An example of the 3 more posterior parietal target masks, ANG, IPSdm, and IPSdl, in the same single subject. Examples of the most medial regions, SPL1, SPL2, IPSdm (c), regions in a relatively central sagittal plane, SPL2, IPSdl (d), and the most lateral regions, AIPL and ANG, are shown on sagittal sections of the same individual’s MRI scan.
gyrus and the adjacent superior occipital gyrus was observed after exclusion of the cingulum bundle and optic radiation projections, but the picture was not confused by the presence of high-probability optic radiation connections to the medial occipital cortex or a high probability of cingulum connections to other medial surface areas (Fig. 5c,d). Quantitative analysis revealed significant differences in the connection probabilities with the 6 parietal targets ($F = 10.142, df = 5,40, P < 0.001$) with the highest probability in the ANG region (Fig. 5e). A comparison of Figures 4 and 5 shows that there was some overlap between the probabilistic connection patterns of the superior colliculus and the parahippocampal gyrus. Nevertheless, the superior colliculus connection probabilities were centered on a more dorsal and medial region in the SPL2, whereas the parahippocampal projections were centered on a more lateral and ventral region in the ANG. The connection probability patterns of the 2 seed areas were significantly different ($F = 4.809, df = 5,40, P = 0.005$).

**SLFIII and Ventral Premotor Cortex**

Across subjects, the tractography analysis consistently identified a pathway resembling the SLFIII that extended anteriorly into the frontal lobe with a high probability of connection to the ventral premotor and the adjacent pars opercularis (Fig. 6a,b). Within the parietal cortex, the highest probability of connection was with the supramarginal gyrus of the anterior IPL and the adjacent anterior IPS, although in some cases the region of high-connection probability extended posteriorly in the anterior ANG (Fig. 6c). Quantitative analysis confirmed that there were significant differences in connection probabilities between the SLFIII with the 6 parietal regions ($F = 32.559, df = 5,40, P < 0.001$) with the highest connection probability in the AIP region that contained the supramarginal gyrus and the adjacent anterior IPS region. The pattern of connection probabilities was significantly different from that seen for either the superior colliculus ($F = 25.002, df = 5,40, P < 0.001$) or the parahippocampal gyrus ($F = 27.734, df = 5,40, P < 0.001$).

**Discussion**

Probabilistic diffusion tractography suggested that 3 regions of human parietal cortex were distinguished by their patterns of connections with the superior colliculus, parahippocampal gyrus, and ventral premotor cortex via the SLFIII. In the macaque, connections with these 3 regions distinguish 3 divisions of the IPL and the adjacent lateral IPS. In the macaque, the ventral premotor cortex is connected with the anterior IPL region PF and with area AIP in the adjacent IPS (Matelli and others 1986; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989a). In the macaque, the parahippocampal cortex is connected with the more posterior IPL, including areas PG and Opt (Seltzer and Pandya 1984; Cavada and Goldman-Rakic 1989b; Suzuki and Amaral 1994; Lavenex and others 2002). Although there is some spread of parahippocampal connections to LIP in the adjacent posterior IPS, the amount is less than in the neighboring PG. By contrast, the superior colliculus has stronger connections with the LIP region in the posterior IPS than with the posterior IPL areas (Lynch and others 1985; Andersen and others 1990; Clower and others 2001; Gaymard and others 2003).

**Connections with Superior Colliculus**

In the present study, the superior colliculus high-probability connection pathway to the parietal cortex traveled in the vicinity of the pulvinar thalamus and posterior internal capsule (Fig. 4a). Connections from the superior colliculus are known to pass by a similar route in the macaque (Benevento and Fallon 1975; Bender and Baizer 1984; Gaymard and others 2003), and pulvinar lesions disrupt eye movements if they affect the connections running between the cortex and the superior colliculus (Bender and Baizer 1990). There is suggestive evidence that a similar route is taken by fibers in the human brain; lesions in the posterior internal capsule disrupt eye movements in patients (Gaymard and others 2003).

The medial IPS region contained within the SPL2 mask was the parietal region with the highest probability of connection with the superior colliculus (Fig. 4b,c,d). It is difficult to use DWI tractography to compare the connection probabilities of 1 structure with several target structures that are all distant from one another because the connection probabilities for each target may be affected by different artifacts. For example, crossing fibers or a ventricle may be close to the connections of 1 target area, but they may be distant from the connections of another target area. The present study therefore focused just on...
the connections of the adjacent parietal areas to ensure that any biases affected estimates of connection probabilities in similar ways for all the areas considered.

In the macaque, the parietal cortex is known to consist of a number of specialized subfields that are concerned with both eye and arm movements and receive somatosensory, auditory, and visual inputs (Colby and Goldberg 1999; Andersen and Buneo 2002). In the cat, there is evidence that certain somatosensory areas, such as the fourth somatosensory cortical area, SIV, project to the superior colliculus (Clemo and Stein 1983; Wallace and others 1993). Within the parietal cortex of the macaque, however, it is area LIP, an area dominated by vision and principally concerned with eye movements, that is most strongly connected with the superior colliculus (Lynch and others 1985; Clower and others 2001; Lock and others 2003).

Figure 5. Overlap of the parahippocampal projection pathway across subjects superimposed on the group average of the T1-weighted structural magnetic resonance imaging scans following transformation into MNI space. The scale bar indicates the degree of overlap using the conventions established in previous figures. (a) A sagittal section illustrates how, in the absence of any exclusion criteria during tracking, a high-probability connection region was seen in only 1 lateral parietal region in the posterior part of the angular gyrus and extending to the superior occipital gyrus. The projection pathway included a lateral division that resembled the ILF and also a more medial pathway in the cingulum bundle and a contamination by geniculocalcarine projections in the adjacent optic radiations that resulted in the highlighting of connection pathways to retrosplenial, cingulate, and medial occipital regions, respectively (b). It was, however, possible to isolate the parahippocampal projections via the ILF and still find a high-probability connection area in the angular gyrus and superior occipital gyrus (c,d). (e) Results of quantitative tractography to the 6 parietal regions averaged across subjects. The highest probability projection zone included the ANG mask that occupied the posterior IPL.
Because some connections between the parietal cortex and the superior colliculus may run within the lateral part of the pulvinar thalamus, it is possible that the probabilistic DWI approach also picked up some connections between the pulvinar itself and the parietal cortex. In the macaque, the cells of the lateral pulvinar, however, also project more strongly to area LIP than they do to other adjacent parietal areas (Hardy and Lynch 1992).

The superior colliculus is closely involved in the control of eye movements. The SPL2 region with the highest probability of connection with the superior colliculus lies adjacent to a superior part of the medial bank of the IPS identified with covert orienting of the visuospatial attention and with overt movements of the eyes in functional imaging studies. Figure 7(b) shows the position Grosbras and others (2005) identified, on the basis of a meta-analysis of more than 40 studies, as likely to be activated when subjects were performing a covert attention task. It is close to peaks emphasized by Gitelman and others (1999) and shown to have some degree of retinotopic mapping for saccades (Sereno and others 2001). Also shown in Figure 7(b) are data from 2 studies that have compared reflexive orienting and saccades with activation recording during reorienting or during redirecting of saccades (Mort, Perry, and others 2003; Kincade and others 2005). Activations for reflexive orienting and saccade generation are in or close to the region identified here as having a high probability of connection with the superior colliculus. In some cases, activation peaks do not completely overlap with the region identified as having a high probability of connection to the superior colliculus, but it should be remembered that normally the full region of suprathreshold activation in a neuroimaging study extends beyond the activation peak. Moreover, some slight degree of separation between activation areas and high-probability connection zones might be expected if fMRI studies of brain activation and diffusion tractography studies of brain connection are not equally susceptible to identical artifacts.

It was noted that the high-probability connection region included a swath of tissue extending ventrally along the medial bank of the IPS. Figure 7(a) shows that, more ventrally, the high-probability connection region was adjacent to the anterior limit of the descending IPS in the vicinity of a more ventral region that was also highly likely to be activated in the meta-analysis (Grosbras and others 2005). Several studies have emphasized activation in this location and have referred to it as either the ventral IPS or the intraparietal/transverse occipital region (Corbetta and others 1998, 2000; Kincade and others 2005). Activation in this region can be clearly dissociated from more dorsomedial activations linked to limb movement intentions (Rushworth, Paus, and Sipila 2001). Retinotopically mapped regions in which activation is modulated by attention but not by visual stimulation are situated between the more ventral and dorsal IPS regions (Silver and others 2005). Whether 1 or more

Figure 6. Overlap of the SLFIII projection pathway across subjects superimposed on the group average of the T1-weighted structural magnetic resonance imaging scans following transformation into MNI space. The scale bar indicates the degree of overlap using the conventions established in previous figures. (a) An axial section illustrates the path of the SLFIII running from ventral premotor and the adjacent pars opercularis toward the anterior IPL. (b) Sagittal sections through the region of high-connection probability in the supramarginal gyrus of the IPL and adjacent IPS. (c) Results of quantitative tractography to the 6 parietal regions averaged across subjects. The highest probability projection zone was the A IPL mask that included the supramarginal gyrus in the anterior IPL and the adjacent anterior IPS. The second highest probability projection zone was the angular gyrus region, ANG, in the posterior IPL. Unlike the parahippocampal connections with posterior ANG, the connections mediated by the SLFIII were with the more anterior and dorsal ANG.
of these regions most resembles the macaque LIP region is currently debated. It is known that brain areas may duplicate during speciation, so there may be more than 1 human IPS region with a functional resemblance to macaque LIP (Sereno and Tootell 2005).

It is important to note that the parietal cortex is not the only cortical region connected with the superior colliculi and that the superior colliculi are not the only subcortical targets of parietal connections. In several primate species, when retrograde tracers are injected into the superior colliculus, labeled cells are found throughout many striate, prestriate, and frontal areas (Fries 1984; Lock and others 2003; Collins and others 2005). The same is likely to be true in the human brain; there is a suggestion of some connections traveling toward prestriate and striate areas in Figure 4(a). The connection strength for the striate and prestriate areas appears to be lower, but this may just be a consequence of the proximity of other fibers in the geniculocalcarine tract. The absence of frontal connections in the present study is due to the placement of a mask anterior to the superior colliculus (Fig. 2a) to prevent tracks traveling toward the optic nerve and toward a region of high diffusion anisotropy anterior to the thalamus where jumping of connectivity between adjacent tracts appears to occur.

The superior colliculus is not the only subcortical region with which the parietal cortex is connected; there are connections to the basal ganglia and to the cerebellum via the pons (Glickstein 2003). Parietal regions in the macaque are not just distinguished by the patterns of their connections with the superior colliculus but by the pattern of their connections with each of these areas. It will be important for future studies to examine whether the distribution of these other connections can also be used to confirm the identity of areas in the human parietal cortex.

Connections with the Parahippocampal Gyrus

There was a high probability of connection between the parahippocampal gyrus and the angular gyrus in the posterior IPL, and this can be seen most clearly in Figure 5(c–e). The high-probability connection included the most posterior angular gyrus between the horizontal and vertical branches of the superior temporal sulcus and extended ventrally to include part of the adjacent superior occipital gyrus. The connection path ran lateral to the hippocampus and medial to the lateral surface of the temporal lobe in a posterior dorsal direction (Fig. 5d). The connection path also extended anteriorly into the anterior temporal lobe (Fig. 5d). In terms of its position and connections, the path resembles the ILF in the macaque (Seltzer and Pandya 1984).

Whereas Figure 5(c,d) shows the connection probabilities when the ILF route is isolated, Figure 5(a,b) shows the connection probabilities when 1) a medial connection route is also considered and 2) the ILF route is contaminated by contact with the adjacent optic radiations. As in the monkey (Seltzer and Pandya 1986), connections between the parietal cortex and the medial temporal lobe also travel via a medial route in or adjacent to the cingulum bundle. The limited spatial resolution of human DWI tractography meant that, after intermixing, the fibers became indistinguishable from those connecting to an extensive region on the medial surface including cingulate and retrosplenial areas (Mufson and Pandya 1984). Again, as in the monkey (Seltzer and Pandya 1984), the ILF route in our subjects passed close to the optic radiations as they bowed laterally in Meyer’s loop. The optic radiations in turn have a high probability of connection to the visual cortex in the medial occipital lobe (Fig. 5a,b, Behrens, Johansen-Berg, and others 2003). Even though inclusion of cingulum and optic radiation connections alongside the lateral ILF connections in Figure 5(a,b) produces a more confusing picture, it is still clear that the angular gyrus is the only lateral parietal region with a significant probability of connection to the parahippocampal gyrus. This is not surprising because, among lateral parietal areas, even the medial cingulum route between the medial temporal lobe and the parietal cortex only projects to the posterior IPL areas PG and Opt (Seltzer and Pandya 1984) and the optic radiation projections mostly terminate outside the parietal lobe. The lateral ILF pathway to the parietal lobe can, nevertheless, be isolated (Fig. 5c,d) because it runs more dorsal (z > 10 mm) and because, for most of its course, it is more lateral.
than the optic radiations and because it is more lateral than the cingulum route (x < −28 mm) in all subjects.

The angular gyrus and superior occipital gyrus areas that have a high probability of connection to the parahippocampal cortex have not been closely identified with attention orienting in imaging studies. Activations are recorded in this region when subjects redirect saccades or reorient attention (Mort, Perry, and others 2003; Thiel and others 2004, 2005; Kincade and others 2005). Figure 7(c) shows activations recorded in 3 studies that compared trials on which subjects reoriented the direction of attention or saccades with trials where the required direction of attention or saccades remained constant. Activation decreases in this area with attentional priming (Devlin and others 2004). Transcranial magnetic stimulation at a similar location disrupts the reorienting of attention (Rushworth, Ellison, and Walsh 2001) and lesions that lead to neglect overlap in this region (Mort, Malhotra, and others 2003). The human posterior IPL therefore has some functional similarities with the macaque posterior IPL. Neurons in the macaque posterior IPL decrease their activity with repeated presentation of a stimulus at the same location and increase their activity when attention must be reoriented (Steinmetz and Constantinidis 1995; Constantinidis and Steinmetz 2001). Lesions in this region disrupt aspects of visual attention (Lawler and Cowey 1987; Lynch and McLaren 1989). Corbetta and Shulman (2002) have argued for a dissociation between a more dorsal system centered on the IPS that is concerned with preparation and attention and a more ventral system that includes the IPL that is concerned with reorienting to salient events. The distinctive connection patterns of the superior colliculus and parahippocampal gyrus with the IPS and angular gyrus may contribute to the functional specializations of the 2 regions. Interestingly, Mort, Malhotra, and others (2003) found, in addition to the angular gyrus, a second focus for neglect-causing lesions that was centered within a few millimeters of the parahippocampal seed region used in the present study.

Connections with the Ventral Premotor Cortex

In the macaque, the SLFIII mediates the connections of the ventral premotor cortex (Petrides and Pandya 2002), and DWI tractography has shown that the same is true in the human brain (Croxson, Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Robson, Pinsk, Gross, and others 2005). Figure 6(a,b) illustrates connections with the ventral premotor region extending into the pars opercularis of the ventral prefrontal cortex. Within the parietal cortex, the highest probability of connection was in the anterior IPL and the adjacent anterior IPS regions (Fig. 6c). The high-probability connection region included or was adjacent to a human parietal region with functional resemblances to the macaque AIP (Fig. 7d). Activation peaks have been recorded here when grasping movements are made and during visuotactile matching, and in addition, lesions disrupt grasping movements (Binkofski and others 1998; Binkofski, Buccino, Posse, and others 1999; Binkofski, Buccino, Stephan, and others 1999; de Jong and others 2001; Grefkes and others 2002). The region is also active in motor intention tasks that require covert preparation of hand movements rather than covert visuospatial orienting (Rushworth, Krams, and others 2001). Neurons are active in the macaque IPL and the adjacent AIP when grasping movements are made (Sakata and others 1999). In the macaque, lesions disrupt aspects of forelimb movement control but leave visuospatial processes unaffected (Rushworth and others 1997b, 1998).

Conclusions

DWI tractography is limited in comparison with tracer injection techniques that can be used in nonhuman animals. It can neither identify the direction of connections nor the termination pattern. In some instances, it has proved difficult to directly track connections between cortical regions, but it has proved possible to use probabilistic tractography to provide a quantitative estimate of connection probability between subcortical nuclei or white matter regions, where the fractional anisotropy of the diffusion signal is high, and the cortex (Stieltjes and others 2001; Behrens, Johansen-Berg, and others 2003; Johansen-Berg, Behrens, Sillery, and others 2004; Lehericy and others 2004). It is also difficult to follow projections through regions of fiber crossing, although this may be ameliorated by scanning at higher spatial resolutions and using more advanced modeling techniques (Parker and Alexander 2003; Tuch and others 2003). Importantly, however, DWI and probabilistic tractography can be used to demonstrate the relevance of the detailed neurophysiological and anatomical studies that are only possible in nonhuman animals for understanding of human brain function.

In summary, the connection patterns with the superior colliculus, parahippocampal gyrus, and ventral premotor cortex, which distinguish 3 regions of the macaque IPL and IPS, distinguish 3 regions of the human parietal cortex (Fig. 8). In 2 cases, parahippocampal gyrus and ventral premotor cortex,

![Figure 8](image-url) (a) The connections of the parahippocampal region (blue), ventral premotor cortex (green), and superior colliculus (red) with the macaque IPL and adjacent lateral bank of the IPS are summarized. (b) A similar color scheme is used to summarize the connections of the same 3 regions with the human parietal cortex. Only the points where the connections meet the cortex are shown on the caudal and lateral left hemisphere.
the highest probability of connection was with a region of human IPL, whereas in 1 case, the superior colliculus, the highest probability of connection was with the medial bank of the IPS. The pattern of connectivity highlights both similarities and differences in the organization of parietal cortex in the macaque and human brain. The presence of ventral premotor and parahippocampal projections in the most anterior and posterior IPL regions, respectively, is inconsistent with the view that the entire human IPL is a completely novel structure unrelated to anything found in other primate species. On the other hand, it was noticeable that it was difficult, at least with current DWI tractography techniques, to establish the connection pattern of the middle section of the IPL, and it is this portion of the IPL that is most closely associated with characteristically human behaviors including tool use and calculation (Gruber and others 2001; Johnson-Frey and others 2005). Moreover, it was noticeable that the region with the highest probability of connection with the superior colliculus occupied a relatively medial position. Nevertheless, the superior colliculus-connecting area did not extend throughout the SPL and was mainly confined to the region lateral to the transverse sulcus and the medial bank of the IPS. The area was lateral to the one in which activity is correlated with movement intention and reaching (Rushworth, Paus, and others 2001; Astafiev and others 2003; Connolly and others 2005) and the probabilistic region with the cytoarchitectonic characteristics of area PE (Scheperjans and others 2005) that resembles tissue in the macaque SPL and medial IPS.

In addition to providing new insights into the anatomy of the parietal cortex, the present study suggests that diffusion tractography may complement functional mapping studies in addressing issues of comparative brain anatomy. There are many cortical regions where the relationship between humans and macaques is unclear, but in many cases, the connection patterns of the macaque are well described. The approach employed here could prove generally useful for integrating human brain anatomy with reference to known connection pathways in other species.
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